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Green Index and SPI4
lessons learnt
Marie Anna Bénard
CERISE
Luxembourg, Nov 18th, 2015

■ Association focused on disseminating knowledge and tools for
ethical finance
■ Founding members: five French organizations specialized in
microfinance
■ Partners: MFIs, networks, TA providers, investors, donors,
researchers, worldwide
■ Working areas: impact and social performance, governance,
rural and agricultural finance.
•

www.cerise-microfinance.org

What is the SPI4?
The data collection and assessment tool for the Universal
Standards of SPM

A social audit tool that allows FIs to analyze their current
SPM practices in a way that fits their budget and
preferences
A customizable tool that can be tailored to the
institution’s  mission  and  stakeholders  through optional
modules on poverty and environment; a sub-selection for
investors’  due  diligence
A reporting tool

Universal
Standards
for
Social
Performance
Management

SPI4 – a tool to manage social performance

GREEN INDEX

SPI4 is comprehensive, but the goal is to reduce the
reporting burden on MFIs

The reporting burden
on MFIs is high.
Investors’  due  
diligence
Each initiative requires
a different report.

SPI4 standardizes reporting
across stakeholder groups and
thereby reduces the burden on
FIs.

The Green Index in SPI4
• Designed together with the MF & Environment Action
Group = common language
• Integrated in the SPI4 tool early 2014
• Completes the 6 dimensions of the Universal Standards
• Optional module
• As of Nov 2015:
–
–

31 MFIs completed the GI
24 as accompanied self-assessments, 7 as purely selfassessments

Green Index, region

Green dimension, charter type

3% 7%

NGO

MENA
SSA

26%

23%

LAC

48%

ASIA

19%
ECA

32%

Bank
Cooperative/
Credit Union
NBFI
Other

19%

7%
16%

% of MFIs by green performance score
60%
52%

50%
40%
30%
19%

20%

16%

13%

10%

0%

0%
Excellent
>80%

Good
>60%

Adequate
>40%

Moderate
>20%

Weak
<20%

Score

Green Index score compared to social (SPI4) score

65%

SPI Score

Green average
score

29 %

Key lessons
• New issue, many MFIs don’t see the relevance,
practices are lagging
• Beginners
– Learning tool : Contributes to raise awareness of MFIs
‘Now I see what you mean by Green’
– Helps MFIs to meet their reporting obligations

Facilitates the work of TA providers with partner
MFIs
• More advanced MFIs
– consciously manage their environmental performance
– structure improvements and implement quick wins

Contact:
www.cerise-microfinance.org
www.cerise-spi4.org

ma.benard@cerise-microfinance.org

Expertise for Transparency in Microfinance

Green index in Social Rating
Findings and Cases studies
Microfinance and environment action group
E-MFP
Luxemburg, Nov 2015
ITALY |ECUADOR |KENYA |MEXICO |KYRGYZ REPUBLIC |PHILIPPINES | BOLIVIA

Outline
PART 1: SOCIAL RATING GREEN METHODOLOGY & FINDINGS
a) Social Rating green methodology: Green Index
b) Overall findings
PART 2: GREEN CASE STUDIES FROM SOCIAL RATINGS
a) Green index: Performance of a typical MFI
b) Selected Green index indicators: Moderate and good
performance of different MFIs
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PART 1
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a) Social Rating green methodology: Green Index

4

Social Rating | External validation of the Green Index

MicroFinanza Rating Social Rating provides an
on-site external validation of the Green Index*.

Social Rating
Green index
3 standards
4 essential practices
11 indicators

*The Green Index results from a collaborative
work between various organizations
and experts. It was presented in October 2014
by the European Microfinance Platform Action
Group on Microfinance & Environment and it
will be improved after the current testing
phase.  The  tool  is  included    in  CERISE’s  Social  
Performance Indicators tool and in
MicroFinanza Rating Social Rating.
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Social Rating | Methodology applies the green index
Green index
Green a

The institution addresses environmental issues through a formalized strategy.

Green a11

The institution defines its environmental strategy.

Green a12

The institution implements its environmental strategy.

Green b

The institution manages its environmental risks.

Green b11

The institution implements actions to reduce its internal ecological footprint.

Green b12

The institution monitors its internal environmental risks.

Green b21

The institution evaluates the level of environmental risk of its clients.

Green b22

The institution includes the level of environmental risk as a factor in the loan approval.

Green b23

The institution monitors the external environmental risks.

Green b24

The institution raises clients' awareness on environmental risks.

Green c

The institution fosters green opportunities.

Green c11

The institution provides specific green loan products.

Green c12

The institution provides other green financial products.

Green c13

The institution provides green non-financial services.
6

b) Overall findings

7

Overall findings| Source of data
172 Social Ratings conducted by MicroFinanza Rating from 2007 to date in 47 countries

The green index results are obtained from the social ratings conducted from 2007 by:
a) Mapping the environmental performance indicators used in Social Ratings from 2007 to 2015 to the
Green index indicators integrated in the Social Rating methodology starting from 2015;
b) Back-testing the environmental performance results according to the green index structure.
8

Overall findings| Green Index score
The most frequent total green index score is moderate (41% of MFIs with a social
rating), followed by adequate (31% of the cases) and weak (15%).

% of MFIs by Green Index
performance, MicroFinanza Rating
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

41%
31%

2%

10%

15%

Overall findings| Green & social

The green index score is lower than the overall social performance and financial
performance scores on average: only a share of the double bottom line FIs
demonstrate to have a triple bottom line.

Green index compared to financial and
social performance
47%

Average
score

Green Index

58%
62%
Financial score

Social score

Year of
social
rating

Charter
type

Scale

Region

Overall findings| Green Index breakdown
Africa
MENA
Asia
LAC
ECA
Small
Medium
Large
Credit Union
NGO
NBFI
Bank
2006-2009
2010-2012
2013-2015

Green Index,
breakdown

35%

45%

55%

65%

PART 2
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a) Green index:
Performance of a typical MFI
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Typical findings| 1
Green index
selected indicators

Typical finding in Social Rating

Green b11: The institution
Punctual environmental initiatives such as organization of clean up
implements actions to reduce its drives, tree planting are promoted in some areas of the organization
internal ecological footprint.
every two years on average in the last 5 years.
Green b12: The institution
monitors its internal
environmental risks.

There are no formalized and uniformly applied policies for tracking and
monitoring the ecological foot print of the institution. The monitoring
not yet conducted in a formal and period way.

Green b21: The institution
evaluates the level of
environmental risk of its clients.

Portfolio environmental risk is not assessed through specific
environmental risk assessment tools.

Green b22: The institution
includes the level of
environmental risk as a factor in
the loan approval.

A complete environmental policy is not present or it is not fully
formalized. A general list of activities whose financing is prohibited is in
place, reflecting the minimum legal requirements of the country and
some clauses included in the international loan agreements. However,
there are shortcomings in the monitoring of the compliance to the
policies and their enforcement.
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Typical findings| 2
Green index
selected indicators

Typical finding in Social Rating

Green b24: The institution raises In the case of some loan products the field staff is informally instructed
to sensitize borrowers about the environmental impact of particularly
clients' awareness on
risky activities financed.
environmental risks.
The institution was engaged in environmental awareness trainings for
the clients in the last 5 years. The trainings are not offered any more
due to the closure of the funding project.
The demand among the target population and the increasing availability
Green c11: The institution
of technical providers in the country constitute a high potential for the
provides specific green loan
FI to offer green financial products. The FI is studying the feasibility of
products.
introducing and scaling-up loan products for eco-housing, solar panels
and water purification.

15

b) Selected Green index indicators:
Moderate and good performance of different MFIs
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Green b11 | Reduce MFI internal ecological footprint
•
•
•

The environmental policy on the efficient use of energy and
resources expected of the staff is included in the HR
manual.
The annual report includes qualitative and quantitative
indicators on the energy efficiency of the MFI
The procurement policy details the environmental criteria
for purchasing the equipment.

Excellent

Good

No specific initiative to
encourage energy and
resources saving at
the MFI level (light,
water, paper) has been
taken so far.

Adequate Moderate

Weak
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Green b22 | Environment in the loan approval
•
•
•
•

•

The environmental risk management toolkit informs the loan
approval process on the activity impact assessment, criteria for
risk classification and risk mitigation. Staff training is on-going.
Loan officers are responsible to avoid deforestation effects (e.g.
charcoal burning) and client use of harmful chemicals.
Due to the risk of deforestation, agricultural activities located
in areas bordering the forest land are not financed.
The activities with high environmental risk undergo a more in
depth assessment and clients commit to adopt mitigation
measures by signing the loan contract.
The clients with a ‘Fruity’ loan must comply with
the European Union environmental standards
and gradually achieve the eco-‐friendly export
certification.

Excellent

Good

The exclusion
list does not
specifically
cover
the
activities
harmful for the
environment.

Adequate Moderate

Weak
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Green c11| Specific green loan products
•

•
•
•

The MFI has been selected to implement USAID US$ 1M project on
solar panels
A bio-digester loan is available to clients living in villages without
electricity.
A special toilet loan is being designed for households living
alongside the riverbanks.
The green package (credit and training), now in a pilot phase, was
specifically designed to support the technological conversion from
extensive to semi-intensive agriculture.

Excellent

Good

The loan products
do not present
specific features to
substantially
manage
the
environmental risk.

Adequate Moderate

Weak

Thank you

Aldo Moauro
www.microfinanzarating.com
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Green microfinance:
What Quantitative Indicators?
European Microfinance Week
Training on environmental management and
green products for MFIs

18 November 2015

Promoting financial inclusion
through data and insight

This presentation is the proprietary and / or confidential information of MIX, and all rights are reserved by MIX. Any dissemination,
distribution, or copying of this information without MIX’s prior written permission is strictly prohibited.

The survey
AXIS
Policy
Footprint

Awareness-raising
Risk-assessment
Green products and services

INDICATOR
Having a formal written environmental policy
Tracking the change in electricity consumption
Offering awareness-raising/training activities for
clients/community
Assessing environmental risk at loan application
Assessing environmental risk of outstanding loans
Providing green loans
Providing micro-insurance to increase environmental resilience

REGION

Survey sent to 204 MFIs
87 respondents

% respondents

Latin America and The Caribbean

28%

Eastern Europe and Central Asia

24%

South Asia

24%

East Asia and the Pacific

11%

Sub-Saharan Africa

8%

Middle East and North Africa

5%
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Green loans
Does your institution track the number of outstanding green loans? Please note: "green
loans" comprise any specific and dedicated environmentally-friendly financial product designed
with the objective to generate positive environmental outcomes, including: renewable energy,
energy efficiency, organic farming, waste management, agroforestry or silvopasture, clean water,
etc.
If your institution does track the number of outstanding green loans, please report the following:
Number of outstanding green loans at FYE14
Amount of outstanding green loans at FYE14 (Local currency)
Amount of outstanding green loans at FYE13 (Local currency)
Please specify what types of green loans your institution offers (e.g. renewable energy,
energy efficiency, organic farming, waste management, agroforestry, silvopasture, clean
water, etc.)
Do you find this data to be easy to track and/or useful for decision making?

Be specific

Diversity matters

3
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Reported

Did not report

Unknown

5%

39%

38%

17%

Provides green
loans and does
keep track

Provides green
loans, but does
not keep track

Does not provide
green loans

1%
Unknown

Both easy to track and useful for
decision making

55%

Useful for decision making, but not
easy to track

Easy to track, but not useful for
decision making

Neither easy to track nor useful for
decision making

30%

5%

10%
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Trends and forecast
FY13 and FY16
6.82%

8%
7%

2500000

6%
2000000

4.82%

1500000

1000000

5%

3.40%

2800580

4%
3%

2.4%
1830467

2%
500000

1196398
781969

1%

0

Average % amount outstanding green
loans over GLP

Green loan amount per MFI (USD)

3000000

0%
2013

2014

2015

2013

Number of green
loans per MFI

530

2016

Between FY 2013 and FY 2014:
• The average volume of green
portfolio jumped by more than
50%
• The percentage of the
portfolio dedicated to green
loans increased from 2.4% to
3.4%
Green loans amount
Average % amount green loans
over GLP
Number of green loans

2014 2015 2016
811

1241

1898
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Environmental Risk Assessment of
Outstanding Loans
Does your institution track the number of outstanding loans judged
environmentally-risky?
If your institution does track the number of outstanding loans judged
environmentally-risky, please report this number at FYE 14.
Do you find this data to be easy to track and/or useful for decision making?
Reported

Did not report
Both easy to track and useful for
decision making

44%

Easy to track, but not useful for
decision making

31%

2%

40%

5%
11%
Assesses the
Assesses the
Does not assess the
environemtnal risk of environemtnal risk of environemtnal risk of
activities financed activities financed, activities financed
and does keep track but does not keep
of this information
track of this
information

Useful for decision making, but not
easy to track

Neither easy to track nor useful for
decision making

53%

14%
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Interpretation of and proposed changes
to external risk mamangement indicator
Clients’ decision: clients who are
aware of their MFI’s rejection policy
might either apply for a loan with a
different purpose than the intended
one or directly seek other sources of
financing

Multiple assessment tools: this
number might be lower for MFIs that
do not have assessment tools other
than the exclusion list compared to
MFIs that use, for instance, a formal
loan environmental assessment form,
or a scorecard for type of fertilizers
or seeds used

Post-disbursement assessment

Review processes in place to judge
the environmental risk of
outstanding portfolio
Combine the quantitative
information with a more processfocused insight
7
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Global Overview
Does it

Easy to
track

Offer green loans

60%

60%

Useful for
decisionmaking
85%

Track the change in electricity
consumption
Offer awareness-raising /
training activities for
clients/community
Offer micro-insurance to
increase environmental
resilience
Assess environmental risk at
loan application
Assess environmental risk of
outstanding loans

24%

56%

83%

59%

49%

83%

15%

43%

84%

68%

39%

83%

60%

33%

84%

Indicator
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The way forward
1. A comprehensive interpretation of quantitative figures
often goes hand-in-hand with qualitative information
2. An important gap persists between the usefulness of
an indicator and the MFI’s capacity to track it
3. Institutions not always have enough incentives to
track indicators even when they would be able to do
so

9
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For more details…
Tableau
Survey dashboard

MIX website
“Assessing Green
Microfinance: Qualitative and
quantitative indicators for
measuring environmental
performance”

Full report available here!
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Questions?

apierantozzi@themix.org
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MIX’s green performance indicators
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Evolution of green performance
reporting to MIX
1200

1108
1000

1048

800

Total number of MFIs with SP
profile
Awareness raising of
environmental impacts
External risk management

834

Environmentally-friendly credit
products

600
589
40%

400

34%

404
340

200

19%
203

0
2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

reports.mixmarket.org
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Global Partners
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About
Interactive
Platforms

Social Media

www.finclusionlab.org

/MicrofinanceInformationExchange

@mixmarket

2020 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW #353
Washington, DC 20006 USA
www.themix.org

Headquarters

Regional
Offices

www.mixmarket.org

Baku, Azerbaijan
44 J. Jabbarli St.
Caspian Plaza I
5th Floor
Baku, Azerbaijan

Hyderabad, India
801-A, 8th Floor
The Platina, BIT-II, APHB
Gachibowli, RR District
Telangana 500032
India

Lima, Perú
Jirón León Velarde 333
Lince
Lima 14, Perú

Dakar, Sénégal
Villa n°4
Rue YF-632
Cité Ablaye Thiam
Ouest-Foire
Dakar, Sénégal
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Green
Performance
Agenda
Geert Schuite
HIVOS / Enclude

Basic Principles
• MFI is Owner
• MFI is Pro-active
• Optimal  ‘Green’  agenda  is    context  specific
• Green is about opportunities, but not just
• Action  is  informed  by  ‘gaps’  (current  reality  vs  
optimal)
• Need prioritize action items

Environmental Agenda Elements
GAP?
Mission

ACTION!

Green
Policy

Green
Product
Design
Market
Scan

Environmental
Manager
Ecological
footprint
Client Green Risk
Assessment

Exclusion
List

Environmental
awareness raising

Reporting
Loan Officers
training
Incentives

MIS green
indicators

Green
Charter

Action Group Microfinance and Environnement

ADA’s  Green  Microfinance  
Activities

Juana Ramirez
Project Officer
Research and Development

Activities in Central America and
South America
• State of the practice of environmental protection within
members of the REDCAMIF Network
• Research group IOB, Nitlapan and ADA
• SPI4 Audit in a Cooperative in Perou

MFIs represented in ADA’s Sample

Source: Revue Passerelle N°1

Source: Revue Passerelle N°1

Source: Revue Passerelle N°1

Passerelle N°1

Please download «Paserelles» full
document here

Policy Brief: Is it possible to finance livestock in a
sustainable  manner  on  Nicaragua’s  agricultural  
frontier?

Illustration 1: Change of the forest cover in the
country between 1983 and 2011

Source: Policy Brief

Evolution of a micro-territory in Rio-Blanco
Nicaragua

Source: Policy Brief

Pre-liminar results Dimension 7 SPI4 –
Cooperative Peru

Puntaje
(sobre un total de 100)

Nivel

Número

Título

Standard

GREEN a

La institución aborda los temas medioambientales a través de una
estrategia formal.

60

EP

GREEN a 1

La institución define y aplica su estrategia ambiental.

60

Indicator

GREEN a 1 1

La institución define su estrategia ambiental.

100

Indicator

GREEN a 1 2

La institución aplica su estrategia ambiental.

20

Standard

GREEN b

La institución gestiona sus riesgos ambientales.

13

EP

GREEN b 1

La institución gestiona los riesgos ambientales de carácter interno.

0

Indicator

GREEN b 1 1

La institución adopta medidas para reducir su propia huella ecológica.

0

Indicator

GREEN b 1 2

La institución monitorea los riesgos ambientales de carácter interno.

0

EP

GREEN b 2

La institución gestiona los riesgos ambientales de carácter externo.

25

Indicator

GREEN b 2 1

La institución evalúa el nivel de riesgo ambiental de sus clientes.

50

Indicator

GREEN b 2 2

La institución tiene en cuenta el nivel de riesgo ambiental como un factor en el proceso
de aprobación de los créditos.

50

Indicator

GREEN b 2 3

La institución monitorea los riesgos ambientales de carácter externo.

0

Indicator

GREEN b 2 4

La institución conciencia a sus clientes acerca de los riesgos ambientales.

0

Standard

GREEN c

La institución promueve oportunidades verdes.

22

EP

GREEN c 1

La institución ofrece productos y servicios verdes a sus clientes.

22

Indicator

GREEN c 1 1

La institución ofrece productos de crédito verdes.

67

Indicator

GREEN c 1 2

La institución ofrece otros productos financieros verdes.

0

Indicator

GREEN c 1 3

La institución ofrece servicios no financieros verdes.

0

Next steps
• Inform product design at the level of 13 Institutions
working in the framework of the REDCAMIF-ADA
Programme of innovative financial services (7
countries)
• Conduct  further  analysis  of  ADA’s  Sample  in  Central  
America and Peru
• Analyse 10 pilots implemented an environmental risk
management tool designed in cooperation with
REDCAMIF

Thank you for your attention!
Juana Ramirez
Project Officer Research & Development
j.ramirez@ada-microfinance.lu

ADA
39, rue Glesener
L- 1631 Luxembourg
Tel.: +352 45 68 68 1
Fax: +352 45 68 68 68

